Bearwood School Council
Article 12
You have the right to give your opinion, and for adults to listen and take
it seriously.
Thursday 13th May 2021
This is what we talked about:
Safeguarding – Internet safety is an area which we need to explore more.
• How in each class can we ensure that we are not pushing each other to get lunch etc
you can move away, some classes are taking turns, lunch trolley monitors, great
ideas about turn taking,
• How you are going to increase your miles to get us to Tokyo – think about ways that
they can achieve the goal – classes are pleased to report that they are increasing
the miles
• Teachers who are not linked to classes could adopt a class to add their miles to Classes would like a turn using the gym equipment for your time – would you like this
? could we set up a rota to enable this to happen – yes please and classes would like
to keep equipment for a class following COVID restrictions

Zebra crossing being put in – it will take 3 weeks for it to be put in place – whilst
this is happening and the disruption during the works this will be a good opportunity
to walk and gather more miles.
•

It has hugely improved – house points one table chosen each day by their lunch sup
and they give names to class teacher – they would like it judged at the end to
ensure that if children are given opportunity to pick up items – dust pan and
brushes / include manners and behaviour – keeping the lunchtime charter
Please remind everyone in your class of out lunchtime charter which is next to the
wow display at front of the hall:
We have the right to:
Nutritious food
A clean area to eat my lunch
Have time to eat all my our lunch
To have a quiet and peaceful place to eat
See good manners all around me
Feel safe

Agree as a class how you can increase your miles as we are going to really struggle
to get to Tokyo – Adults in your class can also can contribute to the miles. How are
the miles going – shared that this is much improved
• Governors – they would like to let the children of Bearwood know a little more
about our Governors – Can you think of some questions that you would like answered
by them.
• Mrs Wall will speak to Mr Lee about guttering
• Thank you
This week we decided on….
• House points for the best table at lunchtimes for each class – this is for keeping
the lunchtime charter.
In class council can you discuss.
• Think of some questions that you would like to ask our governors
• Can you talk about car park – following lock down being open
• Ensure that worry box is available and reminded
Thank you
• 20th May 2021
•

